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Fusilier Promotions

T

he Colonel of the Regiment and all ranks congratulate:

• Lieutenant Colonel C A Head MBE MC on his selection for the post of Chief of
Staff Joint Force Headquarters, Northwood in the rank of Colonel from December
2022.

•

WO1 RJ McGowan on being selected for a Late Entry (LE) Commission with
promotion in 2023.

Museum gallery commemorates Colonel Eric Davidson

T

he Fusilier Museum, Bury has renamed its Lancashire Fusilier Gallery the
“Eric Davidson Gallery” in his
honour.
Long term trustee, supporter and friend of
the museum, Lieutenant Colonel (retired)
Eric Davidson MBE DL sadly passed away in
May following a brave battle with cancer.
Colonel Eric was a time-honoured trustee at
The Fusilier Museum and helped raised the
initial funds to move the Museum from its
former home at Wellington Barracks to its
current town centre location in Moss Street.
During his time as a trustee, Eric was also
involved with several regimental activities
L-R: Natalie Davidson, Michelle Davidson,
over the years including helping organise the
Marjorie Davidson (Col Eric’s Wife), Col Brian
annual Gallipoli and Minden
Gorski (Chairman of The Fusilier Museum),
commemorations in the town. He also
Danika Davidson and Glenn Davidson
founded the Band and Corps of Drums of the
Lancashire Fusiliers in 1997 and became their President – a role he continued to
perform until his passing earlier this year.
Colonel Brian Gorski, Chairman of The Fusilier Museum said:

“Colonel Eric has been a key supporter and trustee of the Fusilier Museum for the last 25 years.
We owe so much to him for his continued support, guidance and friendship throughout this
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time and he has undoubtedly played a fundamental role in our success. We wanted to do
something to honour his contribution and create a lasting legacy for many years to come so
renaming the Lancashire Fusillier Gallery after him was the obvious thing to do.”
Natalie Davidson, Col Eric’s granddaughter added:

“The Davidson family are extremely proud and humbled by the renaming of the gallery. We
feel it’s a lovely fitting tribute to show appreciation for all the hard work he did and that it will
be a lasting memory for all the family, friends and visitors to see and reflect on for many years
to come.”

Update from HMS NORTHUMBERLAND

I

t gives me great pleasure to write to you with an update on some of the

outstanding work that HMS NORTHUMBERLAND and her fantastic crew has
been doing on behalf of the Nation since I wrote at the beginning of the year;
your Ship has certainly been busy!
We sailed early in January to monitor a Russian Navy task-group as it sailed south
around the United Kingdom from its base in northern Russia. Working closely with
Allied ships and aircraft, we continued to shadow this group – destined for the Black
Sea – all the way down into the Mediterranean as part of the international response to
the Kremlin’s escalating posture towards Ukraine. We were already on patrol when
Russia committed its illegal invasion in February and so we were an obvious choice to
be in the vanguard of NATO’s response.
Our initial contribution was to escort Allied shipments of armoured vehicles through the
Baltic Sea to reinforce the NATO presence in Estonia. We were then sent to reinforce
the Standing NATO Maritime Group 1 (SNMG1), which included participating in NATO’s
‘Exercise COLD RESPONSE’ inside the Arctic Circle in March. For this, our NATO taskgroup was joined by British and Italian aircraft carriers, amphibious assault ships from
France, Netherlands, UK and USA, as well as a huge variety of other ships, aircraft and
land forces from across the NATO Alliance. Plus – significantly – Finland and Sweden.
The Task Force constituted one of the largest concentrations of Allied sea power in the
last 30 years.
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The Allied Task Force assembled for Exercise COLD RESPONSE 22 (HMS
NORTHUMBERLAND rear, centre-right)
This exercise offered a unique training opportunity to rehearse the large-scale liberation
of Norway but also sent a clear message to Russia about NATO’s readiness and
commitment to collective self-defence at a time of strategic tension not seen since the
days of the Cuban Missile Crisis. As Exercise COLD RESPONSE concluded, our NATO
task-group then returned to the Baltic Sea where we conducted maritime security
operations and training with a number of regional Allies. Luckily for us, this included a
rare visit to Tallinn, Estonia, over the Easter Weekend and welcomed both the British
Ambassador and the Commander of the Estonian Navy on board. We then returned to
Plymouth (via Crombie, in Scotland) to end our first deployment of the year with a
wonderful homecoming ceremony. This was attended by hundreds of our friends and
families cheering us home on the jetty; something many of my Ship’s Company had
never experienced before due to the restrictions of COVID-19.
Post-deployment, we all enjoyed some much-needed rest before conducting a busy
maintenance period in our home port of Plymouth, before some trials, training and
Summer leave to make sure that we were ready to deploy again in late August. So far
on this deployment we have already successfully completed a short but intense training
period with the Royal Navy’s Fleet Operational Sea Training (FOST) organisation,
proving our readiness for operations and teaching many of my junior sailors how to
tackle complex battle damage at sea.
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It was during this period that the news of Her Late Majesty’s death was announced and,
with heavy hearts, we became “His
Majesty’s Ship
NORTHUMBERLAND”. I have never
experienced a day quite like Friday
9th September when we: firstly,
conducted an intelligence gathering
mission in the early hours using
our helicopter; then all cleaned
into our smartest “No1s” uniforms
to line the upper-deck as we
conducted a sombre and historic
96 gun salute to mark Her Late
Members of HMS NORTHUMBERLAND’s 2J Mess
Majesty’s passing; then
watch HM King Charles III’s first address to the
immediately cleaned into our
Nation while at Action Stations, having just
Action coveralls as well as our antisuccessfully completed a BDX-BDX in the
flash gloves and hoods to bring the
Norwegian Sea
Ship to Action Stations in order to
conduct our final battle damage
exercise assessment – finishing it just in time to cram into the mess-decks to watch
HM The King’s address to the Nation.
In the following days, up to and including the day of Her Late Majesty’s funeral, I had
the honour of commanding a joint UK/Norwegian task-group on operations in the
Southern Barents Sea, well inside the polar region and north of the Russian Northern
Fleet’s HQ in Murmansk.

HNoMS THOR HEYEDAHL, HMS
NORTHUMBERLAND and RFA TIDERACE on
operations in the Southern Barents Sea

The Royal Navy has a long history
of operating in the High North;
indeed, while there we held a
memorial service to
commemorate the 80th
anniversary of the Arctic Convoy
PQ18 which fought with such
distinction through those very
waters. One element of our
mission in the Southern Barents
was to reassure our Allies (and
remind our adversaries) that the
UK’s commitment to operating in
the High North was enduring.
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Working seamlessly with our Norwegian Allies, I could not have been more proud of the
professionalism and determination with which my Ship’s Company achieved this.
As I write, we are preparing for another large international exercise, this time in home
waters, and I have no doubt that my team are ready and waiting for this next
challenge. Looking ahead, we remain on patrol until Christmas with a couple of port
visits in the UK during this time. Our programme, as ever, is very changeable but I
sincerely hope to be able to invite you on board during one of our planned visits to the
North East in late-October or the South West in mid-November.

Commander Will Edwards-Bannon RN

EX SPEARPOINT 2022 – 5th FUSILIERS ATE

L

t Col Paul Smyth MBE VR, CO 5 FUSILIERS, writes about the Battalion’s
Annual Training Exercise (ATE)
“I thought it might be a good idea to update you on the 5 FUSILIERS Annual
Training Exercise: an Urban Package with TES on Salisbury Plain, a maintenance
day on the South coast and a subterranean phase at Corsham Mines with
simunition.
Over my career in the
Reserves I have observed
that once service personnel
reach Sgt and Capt there is
little-to-no training
opportunity by virtue of the
standard Army Reserve rule
of three - run a Battalion
event and you get a
Company; a Company
event and you get a
Platoon. In short, there is
insufficient mass to provide
the environment to train at
all levels.
When I took command,
there was a shift from focussing on the Battle Group to the Brigade Combat
Team. Being part of 20 Brigade (20X) commanding three infantry reserve units,
that presented me with the perfect opportunity to do things together and to
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create a Battalion mass. So, I persuaded Commander 20X of the idea. He has
been a huge fan of the idea and provided me with a Brigade wrap to make it
work this year.
As context, half of my Fusiliers that will qualify for bounty this year have already
done so due to courses, the Commonwealth Games etc. 7 RIFLES and 4
MERCIAN have also already completed their annual training events overseas.
However, we stared the ATE last weekend with 131 and by Saturday we hit 290
exercising troops. That was achieved by working with 7 RIFLES and 4 MERCIAN,
as well as the PWRR, HAC, Royal Gibralter Regiment and the Royal Bermuda
Regiment. We had 4 Warriors with crew and dismounts from 1 FUSILIERS and
10 CR2 from the QRH on Saturday, which was the final attack phase on the
Plain. I was located in EXCON as Brigade and CO 4 MERCIAN was the Exercising
Battalion CO on the ground, reacting to the EXCON input and issuing orders to
the Company. While not perfect by any means, it has gone a significant way to
demonstrate that by working like this, a huge amount can be achieved and real
leadership opportunities provided across a much greater range of ranks.
On top of the very credible training, it was also achieved at no extra cost. All of
the Reserve Service Days are in budget and all of the 20X regular activity was
already happening – we merely synchronised the activity in time and space.
So, the ‘Super ATE’ now has a life and gaining momentum. 20X are looking at
running EX SPEARPOINT 2 next year.”

The annual commemoration of the 1st Battle of the Marne

R

ichard Adams, organiser of the annual commemoration of the 1st Battle
of the Marne, writes about this year’s trip to mark the 108th anniversary of the

battle.

“Whilst every commemorative trip is good,
this year's event was the best ever. A group
of younger former 3 FUSILIERS. These,
together with David Barton and Mehmet
Kavaz, both excellent participants, greatly
enhanced our entire trip. Having got a toe in

the door regarding serving and former
Fusiliers, I do hope it is a sign for the future.
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We arrived at our hotel on the 8th September
when we immediately learned the sad news
about HM The Queen. The following morning
was our first ceremony, during which we
sang God Save the King. I wonder if we were
the first group of Britons to do so? The French
were very good about the Queen's passing,
and I reminded them that not only was she
very fond of France and the French but also
spoke their language.

Standard drapes before we set off. They
looked very good.”

None of our Standard Bearers had the black
funeral drapes, so early in the morning great
Fusilier inititiative was exercised to acquire in
Epernay some black material to fashion into

A warm welcome to our younger Fusiliers

The 2023 trip will be 7 – 11 September. Please contact Richard Adams for further
information. Email richardadams5@hotmail.com or call him on 07961 452182.

Fusilier Museum (Bury) awarded accreditation accolade

T

he award winning Fusilier Museum (Bury) which tells the stories of the
Lancashire Fusiliers and Royal Regiment of Fusiliers has been awarded
full museum accreditation.
Administered by Arts Council England on behalf of
the UK Accreditation Partnership, Accreditation is
the benchmark for well-run Museums and Galleries.
It means that The Fusilier Museum is properly
managed and governed to the nationally agreed
industry standard and shows the museum takes
proper care of its collections, sharing them with
visitors and keeping them safe for future
generations.
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Accreditation opens up exciting funding opportunities, allows museums to host touring
exhibitions and gives access to professional advice and support. It also gives confidence
to donors and sponsors who may wish to support the museum in preserving heritage
and inspiring future generations.
Accreditation covers museums of all types and sizes - from the smallest volunteer-run
museums to national museums – and more than 1,700 museums are currently taking
part in the scheme across the UK.
More information about the Accreditation scheme can be found here.
Colonel Brian Gorski, Chaiman of the Board of Trustees said:

“We’re delighted to have been awarded full museum accreditation and thank all our staff and
volunteers for their hard work to make this happen. Being awarded such an accolade is recognition of
our commitment to preserving the collection and sharing the stories of the regiment and its atecedants
for many years to come. “
Liz Johnson, Director Museums and Cultural Property at Arts Council England said:

"We’re delighted that The Fusilier Museum has been successful in gaining their Accreditation status.
This means that their Collections will be looked after and maintained offering inspiration, enjoyment
and learning for the local community and visitors to enjoy now and in the future.”

The Army Operational Legacy Branch

T

he followng is to alert veterans to the support available should they be
contacted by the NI Coroner.

The Army Operational Legacy
Branch (AOLB) was established to
support investigations, inquests and
inquiries into
past
operations
such as Op
BANNER, Op
TELIC and
Op HERRICK. One of AOLB’s
fundamental roles is to provide
welfare support to any veteran who has

become involved in the legal process
related to a legacy operation, and
currently, AOLB supports over 60
Northern Ireland (Op BANNER)
veterans due to a wider effort to
address the legacy of ‘the Troubles’.
For many veterans the first thing they
know about their involvement in this
process is when they receive a letter
from the coroner or a phone call from
the MoD’s Directorate of Judicial
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Engagement Policy (DJEP) informing
them that they are required to give
evidence. This can be a protracted and
stressful process so AOLB’s Veteran
Visiting Officers (VVOs) are here to
help.

Legal Support. Free legal support is
available to all serving personnel and
veterans being investigated or
prosecuted for allegations relating to
legacy operations, however, this is
coordinated and arranged through
DJEP. AOLB does not provide legal
support or advice but can help you
to make contact with DJEP if you
are unsure how to do so.

The VVOs are fulltime reservist
captains with a wealth of experience:
they understand the legacy processes;
have a background of service on
operations and possess significant
experience in welfare support. The
VVOs provide ‘End to End’ support to
the veteran to explain and support
them throughout the process. This
includes assessing the needs of each
individual and referring them to other
specialist welfare organisations where
necessary. The VVO support includes
regular home visits and ‘check-ins’ to
reassure and guide the veteran
through the legacy process;
coordination of any broader welfare or
administrative support they may
require; as well as matters such as
accompanying them to give evidence
in court where necessary. Throughout
the process, the VVOs work closely
with the Regimental Headquarters /
Regimental Associations to ensure
there is a strong network of pastoral
support in place so that the longer
term needs of the veteran are also
captured and met beyond the duration
of the legacy process.

If you have been contacted in relation
to an operational legacy issue or are
aware of someone who has and may
need support, please contact the AOLB
on the following means:
During normal working hours:
•

Telephone: 0300 1534300

•

Mobile: 07813 007392

•

Email: APSG-AOLB-Legacy0mailbox@mod.gov.uk

•

Postal Address:
Army Operational Legacy
Branch
Army Personnel Services Group
Ramillies Building
Army Headquarters
Monxton Road
Andover
SP11 8HJ
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LGBT Veterans Survey

L

GBT veterans who served between 1967 and 2000
are asked to provide feedback to inform the LGBT
Veterans Independent Review led by Lord Etherton which
is gathering evidence into their service and experience.
The request from the Senior Representative Army LGBT+
Network is below:
“It doesn’t matter whether you are or are not a part of
the LGBT+ community – feedback from everyone is
welcomed and many veterans will recall the challenges
of service for members of the LGBT+ community prior to the lifting of the LGB
ban on military service on 1 Jan 2000.
Perhaps you weren’t directly affected by the ban, but it affected you in a
different way? Were you part of a chain of command who had to discharge
someone due to the ban? Did you see the impact of the ban on the lives and
careers of others? Do you feel regret/conflict for your role in implementing the
ban? Did you see others or were you isolated because of the ban? Has your
confidence or did you see the confidence of others affected by the ban? Did you
have colleagues who were discharged or marginalised due to their sexual
orientation?
To date, most responses to the review are from older veterans and it is really
important for the review to have input from those with more recent service,
including from those who can contrast service now with service pre-2000.
To help achieve a more balanced view, it would be amazing if anyone with
service from pre-2000 could complete the survey. Every single response will help
your time will have a direct effect on the review and consequently on the lives of
our veteran community. CGS and CDS are soon to meet with Lord Etherton, and
it would be so very powerful for our current General Staff to have had an input to
the review.”
Provide feedback at:
https://smartsurvey.co.uk/s/lgbtveteransreview
Find out more about the review at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/lgbt-veterans-independent-review
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Leafyard for mental health

L

eafyard is a mental fitness and wellbeing web based app. It's available to

all veterans and their families, with each gift card working for up to four accounts.
Leafyard is completely anonymous and
free to use, so it's well worth taking up and
giving it a go.
It takes the form of a journey, and has been tested, researched and piloted in the
veteran community, and the Regiment is now convinced it will work to support you and
your family to feel calmer, happier and more mentally resilient.
So, if you feel like you need support or a helping hand, or that a loved one or a mate
might benefit from using Leafyard you can request a gift card by visiting
https://www.leafyard.com/thefusiliers
and completing the form at the bottom of the page., alternatively you can email RHQ
Fusiliers at rhq@thefusiliers.org and they will post you a card out
To hear from people who have used the app follow the link below;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtbDBe-sqdQ

People and Places
Dedication of the Desert Rats Memorial at the NMA on Sun 23 Oct
Maj Gen Paul Nanson, President of the Desert Rats
Association (CO of 1 FUSILIERS in 7 Armd Bde and
subsequently commander of the Brigade) and Brig
David Paterson (commanded 1 FUSILIERS as part of
7 Armd Bde during OP TELIC 1) and Lt Col Andrew
Larpent (commanded 3 FUSILIERS as part of 4 Armd
Bde during OP GRANBY) attended the dedication of
the Desert Rats Memorial at the National Memorial
Arboretum on Sunday 23 October 2022.

L-R: Brig Patterson, Maj
Gen Nanson, Lt Col
Larpent
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War Memorial Centennial Service

The Warwick and Leamington (FUSILIERS)
Branch supported the Centennial Service for
the War Memorial in the village of Pailton, by
Rugby in Warwickshire. The War Memorial is
the centre point of the village.
Of the 14 names shown from the First World
War, most served with the Royal
Warwickshire Regiment, from the Western
Front to Italy, Gallipoli and Mesopotamia.

(L to R) WO2 Stew Graham ACF, WO2
Rob Barker ACF, Major John Bartlett,
CSgt Graham Cluff and Captain
Harry Morton.

Warwickshire Area Annual Church Service
Lt Col Steve Burton, Dep Col (Warwickshire), and
Mr Tim Cox, the Lord Lieutanant, flanked by
members of 5 FUSILIERS and Cadets from the
Warwickshire and West Midlands ACF.
Col Bob Carruthers, Chairman Fusilier Association
(Warwickshire), wrote of them: “As usual, the
cadets were great. Well controlled by the adults,
smart, and cheerful. I gave them a number of
tasks which were happily accepted and performed
to the highest standards of the County”
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Col Paul Morris, Comd BMATT Czech Republic, and Lt Col John Hunter UK Def
Adv Pristina
Col Paul (left) is currently visiting one of his
training teams out in Kosovo, and is being
hosted by Lt Col John Hunter (right), the UK
Defence Advisor in Pristina. They both served
here 22 years ago as part of the 2 FUSILIERS
battlegroup on Op AGRICOLA 3; John as 2IC D
Coy, and Paul as Battalion Ops Officer.
Those who served on that tour would be
delighted to see how much Pristina has
changed for the good in the last 22 years. The
city is full of life, development is everywhere,
crime is minimal, and the Kosovo Security
Forces are setting ambitious targets for growth
and capability. Also of note, the man who used to run the knock-off CD shack at the top
of 'KFOR Hill' is now a millionaire. so at least one of the three made the right life
choices !
And it goes without saying, that neither John nor Paul have aged a day or put on any
weight since that tour (sic)
(It would appear that neither officer was aware that 1 FUSILIERS had deployed to
Pristina in September until highlighted by the Regt Sec - social media is not all
knowing...)

Notices
Op TELIC 20 Reunion Weekend – 17-18 March 2023
It is nearly 20 years since the 1 FUSILIERS Battle Group paved the way for the invasion
of Iraq on Op TELIC. To celebrate this historic event, a weekend reunion will take place
open to all Fusiliers who took part in Op TELIC 1.
This Regimentally supported event will take place in Newcastle Upon Tyne over the
weekend 17 – 18 March 2023. An informal get together in Newcastle on the Friday
night will allow a catch up with old friends, before a more structured event on Saturday
18 March using the 5 FUSILIERS Anzio House Army Reserve Centre as the focal point.
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Maj Ed Rutherford (QM 1 FUSILIERS) and a small Committee are running the event and
a private Facebook group has been set up, titled “Fusiliers Op TELIC 20 Anniversary”.
Please feel free to pass on this information to other members of the Battalion who
served from 2003.
Maj Rutherford and the Committee are looking forward to seeing as many Op TELIC
Fusilier friends as possible.

The Terry Crowley Memorial Dinner – 29 April 2023
For all 1RF and FUSILIERS London Branch members, please note that the Terry
Crowley Memorial Dinner will take place on Saturday 29 April 2023 in the Association
room at RHQ FUSILIERS. The evening will commence at 1900 hrs. The cost is £40
per head for members and their ladies. The seating is restricted to 50. Full details will
follow in December’s issue of “The White Hackle”.

“Poppy Pods” for military families
The Enda Ryan Poppy Pod Village is Hampshire County Council’s legacy to Armed
Service personnel. These pods are here in perpetuity to recognise and remember the
sacrifices made and faced by the Armed Forces Community.
The pods provide residential holiday/respite facilities for service personnel, veterans
and their families, and have been designed with accessibility in mind.
This project has been made possible with the help of the Armed Forces Community
Covenant, the Royal British Legion Brockenhurst Branch and Hampshire County Council.
See this website for details:

https://www.hants.gov.uk/thingstodo/outdoorcentres/ourcentres/tilebarn/stay/pod-stay

Job opportunities from Salute My Job
The job market is increasingly working in the favour of jobseekers from the Armed
Forces community. The skills gaps facing employers are forcing them to take more risk
in their hiring decisions (especially in terms of commercial experience) and to access
lesser known or harder to access talent pools. Salute My Job are working closely with
a number of employers who are building specific programmes to help people into some
of these roles, especially in digital / cyber, where military security skills, training and
experience are directly transferable. To this end, our free Cyber Jumpstart
programme is proving very popular, not just to jobseekers but also to employers on the
hunt for quality talent.Here's a selection of our open roles. See our Opportunities
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Marketplace for more.
DIGITAL FORENSICS ANALYST
We are seeking to recruit a keen and ambitious digital forensic analyst with a solid
understanding of technology for our client based in Nuneaton, East Midlands. £22k
SENIOR DIGITAL FORENSICS ANALYST
Our client provides expert computer forensics, mobile phone forensics to the legal
sector, police forces, local authorities, and commercial organisations. Could you be the
right candidate for this role? Nuneaton, East Midlands. £30k
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
As the ideal candidate, good experience of the full software lifecycle is a must and you
will have the ability to understand and solve complex problems and will be naturally
flexible in approach. Nottingham. £40-50k
INFORMATION SECURITY TRAINEE
An exciting placement opportunity for those keen to expand their commercial
experience within Information Security. This would suit Cyber Security learners with
knowledge of IT and an understanding of Information Security and Information
Security operational controls. Remote working. £18k
JAVA DEVELOPER
This is an exciting opportunity to join our client's expanding Development
Team. Working in a dynamic fast paced environment, the successful candidate will be
expected to own software development activities for an ongoing high-profile contract as
well as collaborating with the wider team. Remote working. £75k
JUNIOR DEVELOPER OPS ENGINEER
This is a great opportunity to join our client's Digital Solutions team, responsible for the
design, building and maintenance of cloud-based infrastructure and services for a range
of public and private sector clients. Remote working £50k
FRONT END REACT DEVELOPER
Working in a dynamic fast paced environment, the successful candidate will be
expected to work within one of their Agile development teams and should have 4+
years' experience working with React or similar technology. Remote working. £70k
TRAINING MANAGER
Our client is a leading provider of highly efficient, cost-effective processes for upgrading
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copper telecoms and power cables worldwide. They are looking for an ex-military
Training Manager to manage the delivery of training, both internally and externally to
contractors and/or client’s teams. London. £55-65k
PROJECT MANAGER
Our client is seeking an ex-military Project / Planning Manager to be responsible for the
planning and execution of projects across all areas of the business. London. £65k
ENGINEERING PROJECT MANAGER
Are you ex-military with experience in engineering or logistics, along with excellent
communication skills? Then this role to manage relationships and projects on customer
sites across the UK could be for you. Crawley. £45-60k
PROJECT MANAGER
Due to our client's growth in commercial and large-scale solar projects, they are
looking for a dynamic project manager who will manage projects from award of
contract to completion to ensure the projects are delivered on schedule and to the
highest quality and safety standards. Bristol. £55k
OPERATIONS MANAGER
Ex-military operations manager needed for sites on country estates in Oxfordshire,
Northamptonshire and Kent. Kent. £35k+flat
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Fusiliers Direct – our ‘PRI” partner
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How to contribute
Contributions are welcome from anywhere in the Fusilier Family. Articles
should be no more than 150 words, ideally with a good photo and caption. Get them to
fusiliernews@outlook.com by the 25th of each month.
Archive copies are held in the Regiment’s Dropbox account.
Please note that the Editor and RHQ make every effort to ensure factual accuracy and
whilst we might edit articles for reasons of space, we do not censor them. Any
mistakes are purely accidental and no harm or slander is ever intended.

Editorial policies
Photos
The Editor accepts photographs for publication on the understanding that those
submitting them have, where required by data protection legislation, obtained consent
to publication from those depicted. Anyone who believes this is not the case or has a
DPA related concern should contact the Editor.

Non Endorsement of products or services
The Newsletter is not a place for personal or classified adverts as we do not want to be
seen as endorsing or approving the product or service in question. The only
endorsements / adverts allowed in the Newsletter are those from Fusiliers Direct or
those that directly benefit the Regiment.

Obituaries and Deaths
Obituaries are published in the annual Fusilier Journal, not this Newsletter. Significant
deaths of Fusiliers during the year are reported by a Notice sent out by RHQ
FUSILIERS.
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